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Abstract

row or penguin. Models exist that can identify the
unusual attributes of an object or scene [5, 2], and
some models attempt to identify the factors that people consider when generating referring expressions
to generate text automatically using computers [15].
In general, the process of learning the attributes of
objects, especially from image data, results in increasingly good understanding of what these properties’ semantics actually are. Unfortunately, this is not
sufficient for producing natural referring expressions
for objects, given that there are many other psychological factors at work.

Knowledge about the world constrains how people
feel inclined to talk about what they encounter. In
particular, redundant traits are often thought to be
active during language production but these are seldom encountered (e.g. red stop sign is a perfectly
valid potential description of a typical stop sign, but
is uninformative or redundant without further context). In order to better models of natural language
understanding and natural language generation, it is
important to properly model the attributes of objects
in such a way that redundancy can be minimized and
informatively maximized. This paper examines current models of attributes in the computer vision literature as well as models of referring expression generation and proposes one method for examining the
relationship between the two. The results suggest
a potential relationship between linguistic modification of nouns and visual variability of an object category, though the work is not conclusive.

The problem is two-fold: because people tend to
over specify and are extremely sensitive to the discourse context in which a referring expression is produced, it is important to identify the types of objects
and properties that are most consistently modified
using an adjective or relative clause. However, while
referring expression generation can be guided by corpus statistics [16], these do not necessarily generalize to larger sets of objects with unpredictable features, and the concept of common ground can be
difficult to define objectively, especially in the case
of prototypically gradable adjectives like big or cold
[3].

Background

Current research looking at models of attributes often focuses on semantic knowledge representation
Another aspect of the problem stems from the fact
by propositions such as HAS FEATHERS for spar- that the properties of objects cannot be learned from
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Currently much of the work that examines how
people calculate the salience of the traits of objects
centers on formal semantics and poorly-specified
common ground. In general, the concept of a big
mouse or a green mouse is taken, perhaps correctly,
to be a function of the natural traits of that object.
In general, it is only worth mentioning the size of
an object if it is in fact big or small, at least within
the understanding of communicative efficiency [9].
Models that attempt to capture the fact that mice are
small, and therefore that a big mouse is worth mentioning, are not strictly successful at generating referring expressions for these types of objects, instead
setting hard-and-fast rules to try to capture the gradability of human judgments [3].
Corpus statistics can indeed inform about what
sorts of things are talked about, but they cannot tell
us why, or even necessarily what makes it worth
talking about in the first place. While it is not
really a new concept in psychology that experiential and linguistic information work in complementary ways [1, 10], it is worthwhile to examine what
can be learned automatically using machine learning
in computer vision. Incorporating computer vision
techniques with psycholinguistic and corpus data has
the potential to enhance the naturalness of automatically generated referring expressions.

corpus statistics alone; while there are many distributional similarities that could be inferred (e.g. part
of speech), it is not clear what the difference is between green banana and green car with respect to
the informativity of these phrases. It is therefore important to assess the attributes of the objects in as
non-linguistic of an environment as possible, though
one which is still semantically (i.e. propositionally)
grounded.

Human referring expression production and
comprehension
Humans are mostly sensitive to the discourse context
they are in. When asked to describe a scene to another person, participants in an experiment will generally provide a more specific name for an object if it
is disambiguating. When given the choice between
two identical images of different sizes, participants
almost universally chose to modify the referents appropriately to be informative about the salient differences between the two objects [7].
However, people tend to over-describe the things
they talk about in their current discourse [4], which
means that the most obvious measures of informativeness (e.g. Gricean maxims) in language production are not sufficient to describe the decisions that
must be made in generating referring expressions.
Work by both Engelhardt et al. (2006) and Sedivy
(2003) suggests that while people are somewhat confused by the content of redundant or overly informative referring expressions and may even temporarily
refuse to accept a redundant, non-contrastive referring expression [4, 13], they do not necessarily judge
such expressions as being of a lower quality [4].
There also tend to be a lot of differences between
individuals on the task, meaning that while one referring expression is sufficient to describe an object,
there are likely many others [16], any of which could
say something different about an object.

Techniques for supervised and unsupervised
learning of object features and attributes
There has been substantial research on pattern recognition and the validity of descriptions in computer
vision in artificial intelligence. In particular, researchers in computer vision are interested in object
identification and the acquisition of the meanings of
properties [12], such as identifying which one of the
men in a hypothetical picture is wearing green pants,
and what colors actually count as green in that picture.
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Some attempts to identify whether an object is unusual given its environment have been demonstrated
with context models [2], which make use of graphical models to allow for multi-correlated structures,
such as grass and trees, or airplanes and wings. In
the model outlined in [2], the metrics used to evaluate context are not strictly probabilistically dependent on surrounding objects; relations and visual expectations (such as size or position) also play into the
successful identification of out-of-context objects.
While not strictly applicable to the study of referring expression generation, the model they use,
which is a latent tree model taking into account
object co-occurrences. The latent variables, which
are the contexts, are constructed from labeled data,
which constitute the objects within those contexts.
This allows for the model to learn concepts that line
up well with kitchen or park, for example.
Models of this sort for objects instead of scenes
can be made analogously by considering a set of
properties that might make up an object. Such research has been conducted [5] such that semantic relationships encompassing what were separately cooccurrence and support trees in [2], may be succinctly expressed with propositions like the earlier
HAS FEATHERS. One strength of the model they
construct to learn such relationships is that the classifiers work within objects first, and then generalize
across classes. The ability to generalize while also
allowing for individual differences enhances the validity of the constructs. The model of Farhadi et al.
(2009) successfully identifies many unusual features,
with unusual being the presence or the absence of
some trait that is associated with the object.
Importantly, the work in [5] shows that strictly assessing the correlations between objects results in
poor annotation and feature identification, while it
may have been sufficient in identifying atypicality in
a scene as in [2]. While this research does provide a
substantial amount of information about unusual vi-

sual scenes and can even provide the reasons why the
scenes are unusual, it is not clear what criteria people
use when talking about these unusual circumstances,
even if the ease of comprehending statements about
them seems to directly mirror the informativity of a
statement [4, 13].

Datasets
The goal of the project was to identify the contribution of visual uncertainty within object categories.
In order to do this, an image dataset with sufficiently common object categories with highly frequent noun equivalents containing feature annotations was needed. Ideally, the dataset would be annotated for linguistically relevant features, especially
common adjective categories (colors, shapes, etc.).

Attribute Datasets
The dataset described in Farhadi et al. (2009) served
as the image and feature dataset for visual complexity. One of the main advantages of this dataset was
the size, containing some 10,000 images across 32
object categories, all with at least 150 exemplars.1
Each image in both of these datasets has been annotated for 64 image features, ranging from 3DBoxy to
Hand [5], broadly spanning shapes, parts, and materials. This means that the dataset has an enormous
expressive advantage in terms of the ability to describe an object category’s complexity.
1
One potential drawback of this dataset is also its size. Because each of the object categories has an unequal representation
(e.g. people contains approximately 6,000 images), it cannot be
said that some of the variance in any potential relationship could
not be attributable to the number of items, even if we are interested in feature proportions, as larger sets of images for an object
class may result in smaller variances, such that person may be
more detailed than centaur.
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Linguistic Surprisal

a-PASCAL
The a-PASCAL dataset contains 20 common object classes of 10,000 pictures total. The object
classes are: people, bird, cat, cow, dog, horse, sheep,
airplane, bicycle, boat, bus, car, motorbike, train,
bottle, chair, dining table, potted plant, sofa, and
TV/monitor. For the purposes of finding linguistic
parallels using our linguistic datasets, items from this
dataset that were initially labeled as compounds were
removed.2 This is due also to the fact that prenominal modification of compounds could potentially be
unnatural relative to noun phrases containing only a
single noun.

Multiple sources of linguistic entropy exist. For the
purposes of this proposal, comparing the output of
the generated referring expressions will be important. In order to gain more precise counts of the
probabilities of any given modification for an object,
linguistic entropies calculated from backward transitional probabilities between adjectives and the nouns
extracted from the PASCAL image dataset (from [6])
can provide an understanding of how likely that object is to be modified prenominally overall.
These linguistic probabilities would be calculated
from relatively unambiguous 3- and 4-grams in the
Google n-gram corpus, which would allow for a
semi-accurate calculation of the degree to which an
a-Yahoo
item is likely to be modified relative to its probability
The a-Yahoo dataset, part of the same set of exper- of occurring alone.
iments in [5] contains an additional 12 object categories, which are similarly common, but selected to
Surprisal of Generic Prenominal Modification
be structurally similar to objects in the a-PASCAL
dataset. These object categories are: wolf, zebra, In general, we would like to iterate over all posgoat, donkey, monkey, statue of people, centaur, bag, sible unambiguous constructions. To do so, we
building, jet ski, carriage, and mug.3
searched for phrases of the type [determiner] [modThis dataset may be more appropriate for deter- ifier] [noun] [is] for the 4-grams, and [determiner]
mining the degree to which objects are themselves [noun] [is] for the 3-grams.4
variable, given that the terms themselves do not align
The surprisal of a noun being modified is proporvery well with the terminology that is very natural tional to the number of times it is modified (the 4to use when describing those objects. For instance, gram frequencies) relative to the number of times it
3DBoxy is not a very natural trait to mention and has is not (the 3-gram frequencies):
 P

a very infrequent linguistic counterpart 3D. The lack
f req(modif ieri + noun)
 i=1

of appropriate terms that align with actual adjectives,
− log2  P

f
req(determiner
+
noun)
j
in particular color and size terms, is a limitation of
j=1
the dataset that cannot be easily addressed through
Higher values are intuitively more surprising,
object recognition techniques and would require exmeaning that nouns with a very small proportion of
tensive human annotation.
modified noun phrases to bare noun phrases has a
2
The ”compounds” that were removed included motorbike, high surprisal value.
dining table, potted plant, and TV/monitor.
3
As in the a-PASCAL dataset, compounds were removed for
the ease of n-gram searches. This resulted in the exclusion of jet
ski.

4

The determiners selected were the, this, and a. Generics
(e.g. centaurs) were not searched partly due to the expected redundancy of the copular constructions for generic noun phrases.
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Surprisal of Adjectival Modification

attribute data corresponding to a word, such as a
prenominal modification (most commonly an adjective), the variability in an object’s possessing that
attribute should reflect the degree to which that attribute is mentioned.
An appropriate measure for trait variability or trait
consistency is entropy, which can be calculated from
proportions or frequencies of traits for an object
class. Entropy has the advantage of weighting probabilities far from 0 and 1 as having greater uncertainty,
since proportions near 0 and 1 are very uninformative about what sort of object we are dealing with.
This is analogous to cars coming in multiple colors,
but stop signs only coming in one.
Entropy for a given object type across the 64 traits
is calculated as:
64
X
−
p(traiti ) × log2 (p(traiti ))

There are various reasons to suspect that adjectives
may behave differently from nouns or participles,
though the difference between these constructions is
blurred [8]. In particular, adjectives denote properties rather than kinds of objects. So, there may be a
difference between big cat and house cat.
We constructed a subset of the 4-gram dataset using WordNet, which contains part-of-speech information that can be used to disambiguate a word [11],
to select all adjectives from the set of prenominal
modifiers. Unfortunately, doing so eliminated color
terms, which are generally classified as nouns in
WordNet.
The surprisal of adjectival modification is calculated in the same way as for generic prenominal
modification. Because the adjectives form a subset of possible prenominal modifiers, surprisal values
for adjectival modification of a noun will be universally higher
all objects in our dataset.
 for

P
f req(adjectivei + noun)
 i=1

− log2  P

f req(determinerj + noun)

i=1

That is, the proportions of each trait (p(traiti )) are
calculated for an object and multiplied by their log
probability. In the instances where p(traiti ) = 0,
the value of log2 (p(traiti )) is set to 0 as well, given
that these are otherwise undefined. These values
are then summed up across all the traits (64 in our
dataset) for an object. The value obtained is unique
to every object in our dataset. Larger values are indicative of a high variability in the presence of the
properties of objects. Importantly, these values are
blind to the actual features of the objects. Objects
can be seen as more or less equally variable despite varying along different dimensions and combinations of features.

j=1

Two items from the a-PASCAL and a-Yahoo
datasets, centaur and sofa, were not considered in
any further analyses because they were found to contain no adjectival modifications, despite having other
kinds of modifiers. This was potentially due to the
constructions searched, which were naturally more
restricted than noun phrases in general by requiring
the nouns in question to be subjects of a clause, so
it is possible that adjectival modification data could
be extracted from the Google corpus in other ways to
obtain values for these objects.

Results

Linguistic surprisal values for generic prenominal
modification were plotted as a function of trait enIt is important to be able to generalize from both tropy, or trait consistency. Following our hypotheobject attributes and corpus statistics. Using visual ses about what constitutions maximally informa-

Trait Entropy
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Initial analyses showed that in all subsets of the
dataset (a-PASCAL training, a-PASCAL test, and aYahoo), the items boat and airplane were clear outliers. The reasons for this are unclear, since this
could have been driven by abnormal linguistic surprisal values or abnormal trait entropies. This could
have been due to the presence of people in the images, which would result in the identification of several traits which did not necessarily apply to boats
or airplanes themselves. It is also possible that the
terms boat and airplane do not represent the most
typical ways people refer to these objects. For instance, boat is frequently used in compounds (e.g.
sailboat) and airplane is generally reduced to plane.
For this reason, these items were not considered in
any analysis, and no further outliers were removed
in subsequent analyses.
Simple linear regression was the primary form of
analysis, specifically identifying whether there was a
significant slope coefficient which could characterize
the probability of using a prenominal modifier for the
nouns of interest. Significant slope coefficients are
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relationship between these two variables.
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Figure 1: Generic linguistic surprisal as a function
of trait consistency. There is a strong relationship
between prenominal modification and the variability
of an object’s features.
ative relationship between whether an object will be
modified and the degree to which its features are uncertain. This result supports the hypothesis that people are informative when they need to be, specifying
more for objects that are more variable in the real
world. The relationship between these two variables
is presented in Figure 1.

Adjectival Modification
Generic Prenominal Modification

Adjectives are potentially informative in different
ways, given that they often denote properties of an
object and not its kind or what it is a result of, in
the case of nominal and participial prenominal modification. In our dataset, the surprisal scores for adjectival modification are strongly correlated with the

There was a significant linear relationship between
linguistic surprisal of generic prenominal modification and the variability or consistency of an object’s
traits in the image dataset, R2 = .18, t(20) =
−2.102, p < .05. This suggests that there is a neg6

Discussion
These results of the adjective analysis are different
from those in the overall analysis. This suggests
that there is something functionally different between the full dataset and the adjective-only dataset.
The n-gram data are themselves not perfect. It is
also the case that the 4-gram and 3-gram data are
only a subset of all of the instances of these objects in the Google corpus. These words may occur in many more contexts than copular constructions with our three constraining singular determiners; those constructions were avoided because of
their potential ambiguity. The adjective-only dataset
also does not contain color terms, which are among
the most salient of modifications, which are often
over-specified by individuals when asked to describe
a scene [16].
This could be due to the constructions in the full
dataset. It is possible that the nominal modifications,
for instance, constitute collocations which could be
identified by searching for them as children of the
bare nouns in the WordNet database. The fact that
the constructions are seen as equivalent in certain
theories of syntax [8] suggests that it may be difficult
to disambiguate nominal, participial, and adjectival
prenominal modification, even if it were possible to
identify all the nominal collocations. Furthermore, it
is not clear why nominal collocations would be less
informative when needing to specify what an object
is, considering the need for terms such as zebra to describe a particularly exotic, striped horse. So, while
there are probably phrases like school bus in our full
dataset, it is not clear whether such a phrase is less informative than yellow bus, unless we assume that adjectives are informative in different ways than nouns
are.
Nevertheless, the marked difference between the
informativity of all prenominal constructions indicates that there is more to be done to understand the
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Figure 2: Adjectival linguistic surprisal as a function
of trait consistency. There is no clear relationship
between prenominal adjective use and the variability
of an object’s features.
surprisal scores for generic prenominal modification,
(R2 = .66, t(22) = 4.1302, p < .001), but it is
possible that whether an adjective is expected or not
differs from whether any kind of modification is expected. Adjectives may, for instance, be less sensitive to the structural variability of an object, given
that adjectives most often describe different sorts of
traits, most commonly dimensions, qualities, colors,
and age [14].
Using the same type of analysis as for generic
prenominal modification, we found that there was
no significant relationship between the probability of
modifying an object with an adjective and how variable those items are in the real world (R2 = .05,
t(22) = 1.093, p = .286). This result is reported in
Figure 2.
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named entities and their named properties, support
contexts as in [2] can be constructed. The model in
[2] effectively determined whether items were out of
their typical context, similar in spirit to [5]. Being
able to do this with linguistically relevant features
should result in a model that can effectively generate noun phrases such as the black dog or the small
elephant, if a feature for a given object is sufficiently
surprising. It is possible that such a model can even
take into account the same assumptions that were
verified in the first analysis, which is that the odds of
Future Directions
modification, though not necessarily adjectival modification, increase linearly with the uncertainty of the
Because there are clear limitations to the linguistic physical features of an object category, or perhaps
and feature datasets outlined in this paper, it will following the algorithms in [5] and [2].
be important in future work to develop a more sophisticated model of the behavior we are wishing to
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